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Making the legendary Nat Geo brand appealing to kids is quite a challenge, but
the team at Buenos Aires, Argentina-based Plenty was up to creating an
energetic new vibe for Nat Geo Kids that would work both on-air and off-air.
"We had to make it more festive, more fun, more appealing to kids while
keeping the same core values Nat Geo has," says Ines Palmas, executive
producer at Plenty.
"One of the main elements we asked Plenty to keep was the icon element-the
yellow frame-but in a way that appeals to the young audience," says Natalia
Espanol, who served as an art director at Nat Geo Kids when the project was
developed, but is now a creative director at Plenty. "Because the yellow icon is
such a recognizable element, we normally can't touch it that much, but for this
project we wanted to make it more fun, make it more playful, and allow it to play
in a different space."
Letting a creative team play with a generations-old icon takes a lot of trust.
"It was challenging for us and it was challenging for the brand because they had
to let it go a little bit, and that's not easy for such a well-established brand,"
Palmas says. "We all compromised a little bit to get to the place where it worked

for everybody."
Nat Geo wanted a visual approach for the brand. Inspired by their client's tag
line, "Because we know you are curious," Plenty envisioned the iconic frame as
a limitless container.
Typography also provided continuity.
"The typography used for Nat Geo Kids is the same that's used by the core
channel, so we had two links with the main channel-the yellow border and the
typography," Espanol says.
"It's not so easy to catch, but it's an important element," Palmas adds. "Maybe
you won't realize it unless you're into design, but it feels like it belongs to the
same universe, even if you don't understand why. Typography is important to
the brand, but also for kids who are starting to read. It's easy to read, and it's
bold, so that works in our favor."
To simplify things Plenty created four different graphics packages-Science &
Sea, Nature, Animals, and Space-and assigned each a color that works well
with the others and with the yellow frame.
"This way we give each section its own value and personality," Palmas says.
She says the challenge was making the four areas feel unique, yet part of the
same world. "The yellow frame, the typography, and the [curvy] line that goes
across the screen are the same in all of them, giving them unity while each has
its own set of 2D and 3D elements."
Espanola underscores that Nat Geo wanted more than to rebrand the channel,
it wanted to create a universe of graphic elements to draw from in the future.
Plenty delivered.

"It's going to be more than a channel," Palmas says, "it's a whole universe."
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